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Storage tiering can help organizations reduce costs 
and optimize their storage environments by automatically 
matching files with the most appropriate storage resources. 
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enterprises can deploy rapidly to realize a dramatic, positive 
economic impact.
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Introduction
The amount of file data in the enterprise is growing at unprecedented rates. In addition, 

organizations are retaining data for longer periods due to business and regulatory 

requirements. While not all this data is critical to day-to-day business operations, 

it must all be stored, protected, and remain readily accessible should the need arise.

These factors pose a significant problem for IT organizations that often have limited 

visibility into the data. Information Lifecycle Management (ILM) offers a solution, 

but many ILM approaches are not easily integrated with deployed technologies. 

Consequently, most organizations store file data on Network Attached Storage 

(NAS) or general-purpose file servers. This leads to a number of challenges:

•	 High costs—While not all data merits the same storage capability in terms 

of its value to the business at any moment in time, IT groups are forced to 

provision to the highest common denominator.

•	 Inefficiencies—A general-purpose storage tier is not necessarily optimal for a 

specific data set or business or application need.

•	 Unmanageable backup and recovery windows—As the amount of data 

increases in the general-purpose storage tier, so too do the backup and 

recovery windows.

ILM—the management of information as its business value changes throughout 

its lifecycle—promises to address these issues. However, the reality is that ILM 

initiatives are often derailed or slowed due to the associated complexity and 

proprietary nature of the various vendors’ approaches.

ARX intelligent file virtualization solutions can fulfill business and application needs 

with improved storage capability—and without many of the limitations associated 

with traditional ILM approaches.

The Foundation: Intelligent File 
Virtualization
Intelligent file virtualization separates the logical access to files from the physical 

location of those files. This concept is illustrated in Figure 1. The intelligent file 

virtualization layer does not introduce a new file system. Access continues to take 

place to the existing file systems through industry-standard Common Internet 

File System (CIFS) and/or Network File System (NFS) protocols. By virtualizing 
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Figure 1: Intelligent file virtualization
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access to file data, data can be moved between heterogeneous storage devices 

freely, without interrupting access to that data, and without affecting the client or 

application mappings to that data.

Intelligent file virtualization is IP-network based, which enables organizations 

to fully leverage their existing file storage infrastructures and to facilitate rapid 

deployment. In order to be truly heterogeneous (that is, to support multiple 

platforms from potentially multiple vendors), virtualization must take place 

outside the storage device itself. Virtualization in the network permits transparent 

movement of data among storage devices. Network-based virtualization also 

improves deployment time by avoiding the need for hardware replacements, 

the introduction of new file systems, or the deployment of software agents across 

the enterprise. This means significantly lower costs and easier management for 

storage managers.

How It Works

Intelligent file virtualization aggregates existing file systems (regardless of whether 

they reside in NAS devices, file servers, or NAS gateways) into a Global Namespace. 

A file system’s namespace refers to the presentation of file content to authorized 

clients. A Global Namespace is, in effect, a federation of multiple file system 

namespaces: a heterogeneous abstraction of all file-level information. After they are 

virtualized, clients and applications can access the Global Namespace rather than 

the actual shares or exports on the physical file storage devices themselves.

To understand how this process works, consider Figure 2, which depicts the data 

flow without virtualization. In this example, when the client requests file1.doc, NAS-1 

sends the file to the client. Similarly, when the client requests file2.doc, FS-1 fulfills 

this request. The client has two separate drive mappings to the two network shares i.
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Figure 2: File access without virtualization

With ARX devices deployed, the data flow is concealed from the user, as shown 

in Figure 3. In this situation, when the client requests file1.doc, the ARX device 

forwards that request to NAS-1. The response from NAS-1 is then forwarded to the 

client. When the client requests file2.doc, the ARX device forwards that request to 

NAS-2. The response from NAS-2 is then forwarded to the client. From the client 

perspective, both files appear to exist in the same location. The client maintains one 

drive mapping, which maps to the Global Namespace ii.
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Figure 3: File access with virtualization
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It is important to note that after the environment is virtualized, as shown in Figure 3, 

the client retains the same logical drive mapping regardless of the physical location 

of a file within the virtualized namespace. This is because clients can now access 

files through the Global Namespace rather than the physical file storage devices 

themselves. This enables file movement between physical storage devices to take 

place without affecting client drive mappings or mount points.

Once the environment has been virtualized in this way, storage managers can set 

policies on the ARX device to automate file movement and file placement. This results 

in more effective utilization of multiple storage tiers. In addition, because the client 

mount points do not change, this movement is transparent to the client.

Automated Storage Tiering 
with ARX
ARX solutions are able to dynamically match business or application needs with 

storage capability. Administrators can use an ARX device to aggregate storage 

systems with common user-defined attributes into an arbitrary number of storage 

tiers. The ARX device will then place data on the appropriate storage tier and 

move data among these storage tiers according to administrator-defined policies, 

all transparently to users and applications.

Figure 4 illustrates this concept with the ARX device managing three tiers of storage. 

In this example tier 1 is the default storage tier, made up of fibre channel (FC) 

based NAS. Tier 2 is a capacity-optimized storage tier using deduplicated Serial 

Advanced Technology Attachment (SATA) technology. Tier 3 is a long-term archive 

tier based on cloud storage. The most frequently used data is stored on tier 1 (for 

example, data that is less than one month old), recent files (for example, files that 

are older than one month, but less than six months old) on tier 2, and aged files (for 

example, files that are older than six months) on tier 3.

Storage managers can set up the ARX solution to automatically move files that have 

been migrated to lower storage tiers back to the primary storage tier if they are 

modified. This ensures that modified files will be captured in the nightly backups. 

The automatic migration from older tiers to newer tiers can also be disabled.

ARX4000

Tier 1 Tier 2

Applications and Users

Tier 3

Figure 4: Automated storage tiering 
with an ARX device
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ARX solutions automate storage tiering in three simple steps:

1. Specifying what files to move;

2. Specifying where to move files;

3. Specifying when to move files.

These steps are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

Classifying the Data

The first step in automated storage tiering or ILM is to determine what data should 

be moved or placed on specific storage tiers. This step is known as classification. 

ARX devices provide a simple, easy-to-deploy approach to classification that offers 

a great deal of flexibility when it comes to classifying data. In contrast to many 

other classification tools, which frequently require coordination with multiple 

business units in deep analysis of the relationship between files and applications, 

the ARX approach makes use of simple file metadata in the classification process. 

Because application owners are unaffected and unaware of the underlying tiering 

activity, the value of tiering can be derived without delay.

The most basic classification of files is based on age.

Age-based classification

Administrators can use age-based policies to classify files based on either the “last 

modified” or “last accessed” attributes iii. This is extremely useful for automatically 

migrating files that have not been accessed or modified for some length of time to 

a different tier of storage. Administrators can also configure policies to automatically 

move files back to primary storage if they are accessed or modified.

To illustrate how this might be useful, consider a financial company that has 

information about publicly traded organizations, such as analyst reports. Many of 

the reports are relevant for 30–60 days, and then become less relevant as time goes 

on. The ARX device can manage the migration of these files to lower-cost storage 

as they become less relevant. If an event makes specific reports relevant again after 

being migrated to lower-cost storage, administrators can configure the ARX device 

to automatically bring these files back to primary storage. Administrators can base 

this automatic movement of files on access or modification time.
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Administrators can combine age-based policies with other types of ARX policies. 

In this way administrators have tremendous flexibility in determining which data 

should be placed on which storage tier.

Name-based classification

Another way to classify files is based on their name, type, or location (path). 

Administrators can use name-based policies to classify files into groups called filesets 

based on the following criteria:

•	 File name—Enables the creation of a fileset in which administrators can specify 

the file name as an exact match, a wildcard pattern match, or a more complex 

regular expression match, for example, “myfile.txt,” “*.txt,” or “\.txt$.”

•	 Path—Enables administrators to specify a particular directory path whereby 

only matching files from this directory will be included in the fileset. As in 

the case of file names, they can specify that the path be an exact match, 

a wildcard pattern match, or a more complex regular expression match, 

such as /var/http/log, “/log,” or “/\.[^\.].”

Administrators can combine these filesets as intersections and/or unions to achieve 

more specific classifications. For example, they can combine a file-name fileset with 

the path option to restrict the matching files to all .txt and .pdf files within the path 

\home\user iv. They can also combine name-based classification with the age-based 

classification described previously, providing additional flexibility in classifying files; 

for example, all .txt files that have not been modified in six months.

Additional classification

Administrators can use ARX devices to set additional criteria for grouping files:

•	 File size—They can create a fileset based on file size.

•	 Exclusions—They can also configure filesets to exclude files that match the 

specified criteria instead of including them.

Administrators can combine all the classification criteria—age, name, and size—in 

intersections and/or unions to classify file data more specifically.

Placing the Data on the Appropriate Storage Tier

Once administrators have classified data according to the matching criteria that they 

specified in the fileset definitions, the next step is to define what the ARX device 
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will do with files that match the specified criteria. That is, the administrator must 

specify a target destination in which to put the matching files. This target can be a 

specific share or export on a file server, or it can be a share farm.

Share farms

A share farm is a collection of shares or exports that are grouped together into a 

single storage pool. The ARX device automatically distributes data among the shares 

in a share farm so that it appears as a single share to the outside world. In the 

context of tiering or ILM, administrators may wish to group similar targets into a 

storage tier based on cost, reliability, speed, or some other user-defined criteria. 

Administrators can use these share farms as the target for a tiering policy.

An example of a share farm is shown in Figure 5. In this example, NAS-1 is 

considered to be tier 1. File servers FS-1, FS-2, and FS-3 are pooled into a share 

farm, and are considered to be tier 2. Using the classification methods previously 

described in this white paper, an administrator might specify a simple age-based 

tiering policy to move all files that have not been modified in six months from 

tier 1 (NAS-1) to tier 2 (the share farm that is made up of FS-1, FS-2, and FS-3). 

The administrator may choose to further refine what data gets moved by using 

optional filesets, for example, to only move .txt, .pdf, and .doc files that have not 

been modified in six months from tier 1 to tier 2.
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Figure 5: Share farms and tiering

File placement

After an administrator has created a policy rule that classifies the data and defines 

where that data should be placed, the ARX devices will perform two functions:

1. On initial enforcement of the policy rule, the ARX device will scan the 

relevant file systems to determine which pre-existing files match the 

classification criteria;

2. The policy rule is instantiated in the ARX device and the policy engine is 

automatically notified when a file needs to be moved or where a new file 

should be created v. One of the benefits of the ARX device being in-line of 

client-server conversations is that it can make file placement decisions as files 

are being created, renamed, or grown.
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To illustrate this concept, consider the example of an administrator who defines a 

policy that all .mp3 files be placed on a specific file server, FS-1. When the rule is 

initially enforced, the ARX device will perform a scan to find all .mp3 files and move 

these existing files to FS-1. The policy rule is then instantiated and any new .mp3 

file that is created is automatically created on FS-1. When an ARX policy rule moves 

files to a target, it automatically creates the appropriate container directories on 

the target with the same permissions as the original. In addition, no stubs are used 

to locate files on the target, and moved files are not “kidnapped” into proprietary 

directory structures.

Setting the Schedule

After administrators have defined what ought to be moved, and where it ought to 

be moved, they need to determine when it will be moved. This is where scheduling 

comes in. A schedule enables an administrator to define when the ARX device will 

evaluate which files meet the policy criteria and when file movement actually takes 

place. For example, an administrator may desire this policy to be evaluated every 

week on Sunday between midnight and 4 a.m. When the evaluation period occurs 

(midnight Sunday), the ARX device will scan the appropriate file systems and move 

any files that are not on the correct tier of storage.

Age policies move files down to lower storage tiers based on a schedule. 

By default, the in-line policy notification described in the File Placement section 

of this document ensures that if a file is modified or accessed, it will be migrated 

automatically back to the primary storage tier. If the administrator wants stricter 

control over when files will be migrated, inline notification can be disabled so that 

modified or accessed files will only move to upper tiers during scheduled intervals.

All file movement takes place without affecting applications or users.

Reporting

ARX devices have extensive reporting capabilities, enabling administrators to view 

which files match classification criteria, which files have actually been moved, and so 

on. Administrators can also run these reports in a tentative mode, which provides 

detailed reports on the data that would have been moved between tiers, 

but without actually moving the data. This data can be used to provide return on 

investment (ROI) analysis and other “what if” scenario planning.
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Advantages of the ARX Approach
The ARX solution offers a number of advantages over alternate ILM and tiering 

approaches. The predominant alternative to the ARX approach to automated 

storage tiering are stub-based solutions. In order to understand the advantages ARX 

provides, it is necessary explore stub-based approaches in a little more depth.

Stub-Based Approaches

Stub-based approaches to automated tiering use stub files to provide the 

transparency of location that intelligent file virtualization provides natively in the 

fabric of the network. Stub-based solutions replace a file with an empty file (stub 

file) that contains a reference to the new location of the original file. This reference 

is stored in an alternate data stream associated with the file, and therefore is only 

easily readable by the specific stub-based tiering application. The file metadata 

(access control lists, owner, and so on) remains with the stub while the actual file 

data is moved to another device.

In order to better understand how this works, consider Figure 6. Using stub-based 

approaches, data flow changes significantly compared to the approaches depicted 

in Figure 2 and Figure 3. In Figure 6, when the client requests file1.doc, NAS-1 sends 

the file. However, things change significantly for file2.doc. The first difference is that 

file2.doc will appear to be zero bytes in size to the client. If the client attempts to 

open file2.doc, the following will occur:

•	 Client attempts to open file2.doc;

•	 The NAS device realizes this file has been stubbed and sends a request to the 

application’s server to restore the file;

•	 The tiering application server consults its metadata (usually stored in a third-

party database) to determine where the actual data for file2.doc resides;

•	 The tiering application server copies the data from NAS-2 to a local cache;

•	 The tiering application server repopulates the file2.doc data into NAS-1;

•	 NAS-1 returns file2.doc to the client.
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Figure 6: Stub-based approaches

When this process is contrasted with the data flow outlined in Figure 3, a number of 

limitations become apparent:

•	 Stubbing introduces complexity and risk. Stub-based solutions split the file 

into two parts, which then exist in two separate locations. Furthermore, 

the availability of the data is now dependant on at least three different 

entities: the source file server (stub), the target file server (data), and the 

application server/database (metadata). With the ARX solution, an individual 

file always remains intact and exists in a single location.

•	 Stubbing consumes resources and affects performance of the source file 

server containing the stubs in the following ways:

 { File count is not reduced on the source file server. This also has 

an adverse effect on backups, as large numbers of small files is 

a worst-case scenario for backup products. In contrast, the ARX 

solution does not leave behind any files on the source file server, 

freeing up resources.

 { All file requests for migrated data need to pass through the source 

file server. This places additional unnecessary load on the primary file 
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server. The ARX solution, on the other hand, redirects client access 

to the new location of the file, thereby balancing client traffic across 

multiple file servers.

 { Usually files that are being accessed on the target file server first need 

to be restored to the original file server before being delivered to the 

client. This introduces additional latency that is not present with the 

ARX solution.

•	 The stub-based solution cannot be easily backed out because the data 

component of the file is typically renamed and the path information changed. 

This is illustrated in Figure 6, where the path and filename differ between tier 

1 (NAS-1) and tier 2 (NAS-2). With ARX the directory structure is replicated 

and the file name is preserved. Thus if users connected to the target file server 

directly, they would see the same directory structure on the source and target 

file servers. This makes it very easy to merge the file systems without the ARX 

device simply by copying one share to another.

•	 The original file server cannot be retired, as stub files still exist on that device.

•	 Agents are required on the file servers, and using NAS devices involves the use 

of proprietary application programming interface (API) integration with the 

source NAS file server. This also limits the types of devices that administrators 

can use in each tier, and typically limits the number of tiers to two. As a 

network-based technology, the ARX solution does not require agents to be 

deployed on file servers, and because ARX uses industry standard file access 

protocols, no proprietary APIs are involved. Consequently organizations are free 

to use any NFS- or CIFS-compliant storage system across as many tiers as desired.

ARX Advantages

The ARX solution offers many advantages to alternate ILM or automated 

tiering solutions:

•	 The movement of files between storage tiers through their lifecycle remains 

transparent to users and applications. Client drive mappings and mount points 

do not change even though the physical location of a file may change over 

time. In this way data is readily accessible without necessarily consuming 

primary tier-1 storage resources.

•	 Administrators have the freedom to construct an arbitrary number of storage 

tiers out of NFS- or CIFS-compliant devices. Most other approaches have very 

limited support for a small set of storage platforms.
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•	 It is not necessary to deploy software agents on servers or clients, and it does 

not involve the deployment of new file systems or new storage hardware.

•	 Administrators can apply ILM policies at the file level, not at the block or file 

system level. Files provide a business context that blocks do not. There is also 

little value in applying ILM policy to an entire file system.

•	 Classification takes place using simple, flexible criteria based on file 

metadata attributes.

•	 Administrators can move files without the use of stubs, eliminating the 

availability, scalability, and performance concerns raised by the use of stubs.

•	 ARX solutions provide a unique, real-time capability through the use of in-line 

policy enforcement.

Conclusion
IT organizations are faced with the challenge of managing an ever-increasing 

amount of file data that needs to be readily accessible for longer periods of time. 

Many organizations simply store this data on a single, general-purpose storage tier; 

this solution is costly, inefficient, and often makes backup and recovery windows 

unmanageable. Those organizations that have turned to automated tiering and ILM 

tools to help are often dissatisfied with the complexity and proprietary nature of 

these tools.

The ARX solution provides a simple yet powerful automated tiering approach that 

enables IT organizations to avoid many of the drawbacks associated with other 

solutions. ARX implementation offers a simple classification capability and does not 

rely on stub-based approaches to transparently move data. Because ARX devices 

use industry standard protocols, organizations have the freedom to use the storage 

technology of their choice. In addition, the absence of a need for software agents, 

new hardware, or proprietary files systems enables organizations to deploy the 

solution rapidly.
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i ARX supports CIFS, NFS, and multiprotocol environments. Although the examples shown here use CIFS 
terminology (drive mappings and network shares), the functionality described works in the same manner for NFS 
environments.

ii The example depicted shows the client mapped to a Global Namespace, “global.” ARX devices can also preserve 
the existing drive mappings if the administrator so chooses. In addition, both presentations can co-exist with 
ARX, thereby easing transitions.

iii In some cases, last-accessed-based migration may be updated by virus scanning, so it may not be a true indication 
of client access. ARX solution last-modified-based migration is smart enough to know the difference between an 
access and a modification, so it may be suitable for more environments.

iv The path option has an additional recourse option that would include all subdirectories below this path in the 
matching criteria for this fileset.

v Some rules that run on long term schedules will use a scan, as it is more efficient than tracking file states over 
long periods of time.
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